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Preface
We warmly welcome you to ICEIM 2015 - 2015 4th International Conference on Engineering and
Innovative Materials (ICEIM 2015), which is held in September 3-4, 2015, in Penang, Malaysia.
Sponsored by International Academy of Computer Technology and co-sponsored by UKM
Malaysia.
ICEIM 2015 conference covering a broad range of related fields, including four main tracks this
year, Materials science and engineering, Novel materials and properties, Material processing and
preparation technologies.
In the ICEIM’s program, we have included keynote lectures and oral presentations to present the
widest possible view on these technical areas. In the keynote sessions,
Prof. Dr. Muhammad Yahaya (UKM, Malaysia), Prof. Dr. Sinin Hamdan, (Universiti Malaysia
SARAWAK, Malaysia), Prof. Datin Dr Saadah Abdul Rahman (Universiti Malaya, Malaysia) and Prof.
Kok Swee Sim (Multimedia University, Malaysia) delivered great keynote addresses.
With its 4 parallel sessions, we expect it to appeal to a global audience of the engineers,
scientists, business practitioners and policy experts. All tracks focus on research related to real
world applications and rely on contributions not only from academia, but also from industry,
business and government with different solutions for enduser applications and enabling
technologies, in a diversity of communication environments. The accepted papers demonstrate a
number of new and innovative solutions and the vitality of these research areas.
ICEIM has received 58 papers in total. To evaluate each submission, a blind paper evaluation
method was used: each paper was reviewed by at least two experts from the International
Program Committees, and most papers had 3 reviews or more. The selection process followed
strict criteria in all tracks so only 30 papers were accepted and orally presented at ICEIM as full
papers.
We thank all the authors and speakers for their fine technical contributions and the attendees for
their participation. We are especially thankful to the keynote speakers, and those Invited Paper
authors for their help in seeding the technical program with excellent papers. Given the excellent
technical program and the hard work put in by all the organizers, we are sure that you will all
have an intellectually stimulating and enjoyable ICEIM 2015.
General Co-Chairs
Prof. Guojian Chen, Hainan University, China
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On behalf of the ICEIM Conference Committees
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